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AGENT HEADSHOT

4390 Beck Ave
Tower Grove South, 63116

Circa 1955:                      Tower Grove South without the TGS premium price! Don't let the 
front fool you! This house is larger than you think. Let's talk the about the goods - 
hardwood floors, vinyl windows, open concept living room & dining room, two 
good sized bedrooms, bright kitchen where appliances will stay. What you will be 
talking about with this house - the bonus room & the backyard!! Bonus room is 
off the back bedroom - you pick the purpose - ginormous closet, home gym, 
office, reading room. This backyard has a massive deck area & then it goes on 
and on. So bring your green thumb, create a garden to feed the whole 
neighborhood or have some kicking parties. The garage was not an afterthought. 
This is a monster of a 2 car garage. The basement is ready for more living space if 
you are wanting it. Not on a through street so enjoy less traffic than typical. 
Quick access to Kingshighway, Chippewa and Morganford shops, services and 
restaurants. Less than 1.5 miles from Tower Grove Park & Missouri Botanical 
Garden.

Tina Siebert

(314) 603-8555
Tina.Siebert@CircaSTL.com
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BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 4390BECK.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Bonus room off bedroom has so many
possibilities
PWalkable to a restaurants and shops in

Southtown Plaza
P Great natural light in the living room and

dining room
P Jump on your scooter and headover to

the amazing Morganford business district
P The basement is whispering - if you build

it out, your friends will come hang out.
P Now this is what you call a deck - this is

not your friends' borning deck
P Zip on over to the Tower Grove Farmers

Market on Saturdays - less than 1.5 miles
P You might need to pick up a hobby with

all this garage space
P This backyard goes on and on and on!

Bring your green thumb


